This production began as an exploration into death, mourning
ritual, and power. A large chunk of my family is Hispanic and at
the time, we were actually going through a painful period of
mourning. By the >inal production, however, it had morphed
into a examination into how the deepest wounds are in>licted
upon us by our closest community.
I had a black semi-thrust theater at my disposal and rather than
hide and adorn it, I created a set that was incrementally
stripped as the play went on, re>lecting how joy >lees the lives of
these women as time(and their youth) slip away. I had the
loading doors of the theater repainted to create them as central
focus of the production, emphasizing the impermeable barriers
between the sisters and what they want. After the opening scene
(an essential wake and prayer for the dead), the giant doors are
locked and never opened again.
I created an effect that, according to the local paper “in which
the very air these women breathe is stagnant and fetid with the
odor of broken dreams.” The sisters were therefore adorned in
virginal white, making them stand apart and alienated from the
community in the opening scene, all of whom wear mourning
black.

Director’s Note from Program:
Lorca, who had always claimed somewhat disingenuously to be
apoli=cal, grapples with concepts of freedom and despo=sm we
o>en overlook. To Lorca, these things pervaded every aspect of
his life; La Casa de Berarda Alba was completed only months
before the poet was killed by Francisco Franco’s Na=onals in
1936. The tyranny within this play is uncomfortably
commonplace and creates an unnatural space where virginity,
sex, and death are unnaturally collapsed into one another. Within
this house of mourning, the women struggle within concentric
circles of totalitarianism; the tyranny of a despot, social custom,
populist anger, the tyranny of kinship, and the power of
forbidden lust. We know this house represents a kind of prison,
but suspect that what goes on outside these walls hardly seems
like freedom either.
Lorca conceived the play as, in his words, “a photographic
documentary.” From acts one and two, one gets the impression
these photos to which he is referring are meant to be viewed,
literally and ﬁgura=ve, in black and white– women in black
contrasted starkly against walls of Andalusian white. It is not so
much a world of contrasts as a world where polar opposites
reﬂect each other directly: The mother represents the
domina=on of a chauvinis=c society, imprisoned young women
tyrannize their fellow cap=ves, naive passion causes young
women to be labeled as whores, while abs=nence turns old maids
into liSle children. The result is characters that are at once
inconsistent, yet strangely familiar.

I was always drawn to this picture of six Andalusian women surrounding the body of the family patriarch.
I was drawn to the manner in which no one seems to have any interest in anyone who is alive in this
picture. Every woman is alone in her own thoughts, none of which are readily apparent. This image
become a theme in my staging and blocking in which the characters are usually onstage simultaneously
but s?ll alone unless their tyrannical mother is present.

